
In number, the children will 
practise their counting, place 

value and number bonds. This will 
be through a range of activities. 
In shape space and measure they 

will learn about time, capacity 
and shape. 

Key texts:

Portside pirates by Oscar Seaworthy
Ten little pirates by Mike Brownlow
Pirate Pete by Nick Sharratt
The treasure of Pirate Frank by Mal Peet
That’s not my pirate by Fiona Wat
Way down deep in the deep blue sea by Jan Peck
Commotion in the ocean by Giles Andreae
Under the sea by Anna Milbourne
A hole in the bottom of the sea by Jessica Law
NF: The big book of the blue by Yuval Zommer

In Science, children will learn 
about humans and animals. They 

will respond to language to 
describe body parts including 
their senses. They will learn 

about animal habitats, 
features, life cycles and what 
different animals need to live.

In geography and the community, the children will explore 
similarities and differences of places around the world 
focusing on over and under the sea and places near the 
sea i.e. the seaside. In the community children will learn 

how people and communities are similar and different 
through investigating what different communities believe 

and what their lives look like because of their faiths 
including places of worship, holy books and key stories 

linked to their faiths. 

In technology, children continue their e-safety learning. 
They will also use different technology to create a 

treasure map, make their own island and create a wanted 
poster for a cheeky pirate. They will sue a range of 
different technology to support this learning and 

development. 

Creativity 
In music the children will explore different types of music such as sea shanties, songs and 

instrumental pieces. They will play instruments and discuss what they like and dislike about them. 
In art and design they will create collages of seascapes using a variety of paints, tools and 

medias. In design and technology they will explore different materials by threading, sewing, 
stitching and weaving. 

In physical health and 
well being, children will 

learn about water 
safety, healthy diet and 

beach safety. 

In P.E, the 
children will 

develop their ball 
skills and team 

games. 

In social, emotional and mental health, the children will continue learning about their emotions through the zones of regulations. The children will also 
explore the “New Beginnings” topic, where the children will explore similarities and differences in their new classes, creating a class charter and why we 

need to have rules. The children will also learn about taking turns. The children will then move onto the “Getting on and falling out” topic, where the 
children will explore the qualities of being a good friend, what happens when we fall out and also bullying.  



Here are the words that we will be using this term

These are books or DVDs you may like to look at: 

The Pirates: A Band of Misfits; Finding Nemo; Octanauts; Jake and 
the Neverland Pirates; Pirate Pete by Nick Sharrat,A new home for 
Pirate by Rhonda Armitage, Hooray for Fish by Lucy Cousins, Here 

come the pirates by Martina Leykamm, I want to be a pirate by Tony 
Ross, I can do anything that’s everything all on my own, By Lauren 

Child, Way down deep in the deep blue sea by Jan Peck, Bright 
Stanley by Matt Buckingham, The Tail of the Whale by Ellie Paterson, 
The Rainbow Fish by Marcus Pfister, Fidgety Fish by Ruth Galloway, 

Barry the fish with fingers by Sue Hendry 

These are places you may like to visit:
The beach

The Sea Life Centre – Brighton
Look and Sea Centre – Littlehampton

Historic Dockyard – Portsmouth
Marinas/ Harbours in your local area

These are questions you may like to ask:

What do pirates wear?
What would you find on a pirate ship?

Why do people go on boats?
How can we look after the beach?

Where is the beach?
Who lives under water?

What do underwater animals look like?
How do fish swim?

Why do sharks have big teeth?


